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Arbitration the answer to CMHS dispute

By Dr. William Dixon

All parties involved want Citrus Memorial hospital to continue to be a first-class facility. To maintain
excellence, the hospital must become financially stable.

CMH is not-for-profit and lacks the discipline of privately held hospitals, which are owned by
shareholders demanding attention to the bottom line. That CMH can demand tax money from the public
as needed has detracted from management’s attention to financial outcomes.

When CMH was established in 1957 as a publicly owned hospital with special taxing rights, it was to be
supervised by five unpaid trustees appointed by the governor — the Citrus County Hospital Board.
Supervision over the years has been lax because none of the trustees had special knowledge of hospital
management. The hospital CEO set each meeting agenda, presented whatever data he wished and
guided the trustees’ decisions. So long as the hospital was break-even or better, it did not matter.

To save money in pension expenses and wanting to partner with physicians and private companies, the
trustees leased management of the hospital for 40 years to a private not-for-profit Foundation. The
trustees were the majority on that new Foundation Board.

CMH partnered with physicians to build the Allen Ridge medical complex, bought private physician
practices (Citrus Primary Care) and purchased property throughout the county. They managed break-
even or better results.

Financial problems began about the time the Foundation Board hired a new CEO as the hospital was
expanding into open-heart surgery. The new construction costs, the salary guarantees to the heart
surgeons and the need for additional nursing staff required issuing of bonds and increasing taxes on
property owners.

Still confident in the outcomes, and on advice of paid consultants, the Foundation Board approved
expansion of the hospital business into outpatient care, diagnostic imaging facilities and ownership of
additional physician practices. Losses worsened each successive year. Additional bonds were issued
and the tax rate on property owners was raised as well.

Had CMH been privately owned the losses would have resulted in a complete re-evaluation of their
business plan, elimination of unprofitable segments, streamlining of administration and perhaps a new
CEO. Instead, the Foundation Board accepted management’s (and consultant’s) assurances that the
losses were inevitable, that all hospitals like CMH were losing money and that no changes were
needed.

Some of the appointed Hospital Board trustees, now a minority on the expanded Foundation Board,
raised concerns over the continued losses. When those trustees’ demands for more and better
information from management were rebuffed, the trustees determined that they could no longer fulfill
their supervisory role and resigned from the Foundation Board. 

Subsequent investigations and a state audit determined CMH had problems with billing and collecting
for services, problems with bidding out contracts, overpayment to contractors, accounting for revenues
and with the sale of more bonds than they could safely support. Some of the Foundation Board
members were found to have apparent conflicts of interest that had not been formally disclosed.
Bonuses to management appeared excessive in view of continuing financial losses.

Two large physician organizations in the county joined the trustees in questioning the Foundation’s
management. Those physicians two years earlier had asked the Foundation to hire an outside
consultant to reevaluate their failing business model and even offered to pay the consultant’s fee. 
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Over time the disagreement between the trustees and the Foundation Board has become personal.
Foundation Board members are offended because years of good work and even personal integrity have
been called into question. They are now spending large sums on legal counsel, public relations firms and
lobbyists to retain control of CMH. The hospital has intentionally frightened and mobilized employees
with threats of layoffs and pay cuts should the trustees not release tax money to them. 

Likewise the appointed trustees have hired counsel and staff to support efforts to regain control of the
hospital. They spend long hours micromanaging because they no longer trust the Foundation and
hospital management. 

Selling the hospital or having the hospital managed by a private hospital company would resolve the
issues. As an alternative, the trustees could rejoin and be made a majority on the Foundation Board.
They should be given whatever information they require to fulfill  their legal oversight responsibilities.

If the Foundation were to be retained, members must be term-limited just as are the trustees. Going
forward, the Foundation should hire outside consultants, not beholden to hospital management, to
evaluate management’s performance and the need for any course corrections.

The disagreement between the trustees and the Foundation has had damaging consequences for CMH.
Business is down, in part, because citizens have lost confidence and choose other hospitals. CMH staff
members are becoming demoralized and concerned about losing jobs and pay. If this process continues,
this excellent medical facility will fail.

The trustees and Foundation Board members equally are honorable and civic-minded people trying to
do what they believe is right for the hospital and the citizens. But they won’t solve their disagreements
so long as emotions are involved. If this goes to court, there will be no winners. CMH will be the loser,
and the citizens.

My recommendation is that the boards submit to binding arbitration. Then they can work together to
restore CMH to its former position of preeminence. 

William Dixon is a graduate of Columbia University, New York Medical College and the USF College of
Business Administration. He was an assistant professor of surgery at the University of Georgia before
entering private practice. He served 11 years in the Army as a surgeon and as a Special Forces Officer,
achieving the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. Dr. Dixon can be reached at Wdixon16@yahoo.com.
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